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A'C~I ;~1~~""'!i~ accept, sometimes deny, or even construct antitheses 
, '~"U;.4L~~" Ai 10 f.\lSof, elements of the central, "ider, or dominant 

values, yet ral'lain "ithin the cultural system 

The c('ncept of tbe subculture of violence generally refers to 

norms "hich deal directly with the extent to which violence may be 

used and the conditions under which it is permissable. However, this 

conceptualization does not deal with the question of how such norms 

and values come into being and why they persist as cultural patterns. 

One explanation of the development of thase culturul patterns asserts 

that specific cultural elements reflect the operation of the culture 

as a system within which cultural norms concerning violence can be 

deduced from other norms and values characteristic of a group. 

The purpose of this paper is to develop such a c'"ltural-consistency 

theory of violence and to apply this theory to :lexican-American and Jewish 
1/ 

ethnic subcultures.- 5tructur:tl explanations which assert tnn t a cuI ture 

reflects the typical personality of a societ'" 5 members, are ':ec:ognized 

as vali.d ""planati'lns of cultural patterns. Although structural and 

psychological factors arc itlDortant for a flJll understanding of ~ culture, 

they are omitted from the present naper to allot,' room to adequatel" deve-

lop cultural-consistency theory. 

A CULTURAL-CO:lSISTE!:CY THEORY OF VIOLF.:{CE 

Since the overall p,oal of this paper is to e:<plain the cause of 

family violence in cartain ethf,ic groups in terms of cultural-consistency, 

it is first necessary to clefine I~hat is meant hy a subcultllre. The follo"ing 

tl'O passages ,explain this concept from the normative perspective which is 

(Holfgang, 1967:99). 

Hhere a norm is widely shared among the members of a 
subsociety but lacks majority support in the total 
society, we can speak of a subcultural norm, of a 
grcummy rather than a folkway (Yinger, 1965 :75). 

To understand hOH the term ethni.c subculture is used here, one 

can think of a ?roun of people "hose norms for ramily life are not 

identic,al to those generallv acca'lted by the larger society, are not 

supported by a majority of the larger society, but "hich :lre shared 

by menbers of that particular ethnic group, Here, norms for family 

life refer to the ~ore basic norms of the sUJculture rather than norms 

I!hi.ch deal e:<plicitlv ,dth violence. E;"amples of more basic norms are 

3uidelines for family pOI'ler relations, the oractice or religion, and 

desired family structure. 

Although they ara not concerned "'ith specific subcultures, Parsons 

and 5hils discussion of the consistency of cultural patterns can be 

~1nr/liCI"I to them.. The}" state 

Cultural !latterns tend to become organized into systems. 
The oeculiar feature of this systBmatization is a type of 
integration "hich we may call consistency of Dattern 
(1933: 21) . . • 
The consistencv of pattern of such a system will exiSt 
to the extent to .,hichthe same comb ina tion 0 f value 
judgments .•• runs consistently throughout the actors l 

responses to different situations; that is, to a different 
class of objects, different objacts in the same class, 
and the same objects on different occasions (1953 :172). 

~ystem, as used above, refers to the interdependent organization of 

Lnclividual or collective orientations toward a particular nonsocial or 
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or social object. Social objects may be individl~ls or collectivities 

(1953:5). Cultural patterns refer to the "xtene to ,~hich systems of 

ideas or beliefs, ane! systems or value orientations "hich are "the evalu-

ations of alternatives from the vie""point of their consequences of 

implications for a system" (1951 (8) aI'e shared by members of a culture. 

According to Parsons and Shils the problem for the student of 

culture is to determine this core of value judgments mentioned above which 

lead to consistency of patterns. 

In order therefore to determine the existence of 
systematic coherence where there has not been explicH 
systematization, it is necessary for the~udent of 
CUlture to uncover the explicit culture and to detect 
whatever common premises may underlie apparently 
diverse and unconnected items of orientation (1953:22). 

The position taken in this paper is that for ethnic subcultures 

the "common premises" which constitute the source of members actions 

in all areas of life are the basic norms of ehe subculture. Thus, 

to arrive at the actual level use of family violence we must examine 

the basic family norms of the subcul ture. 

There is little doubt that norms for family violence do exist 

in some ethnic groups. Parnus, in a rcviel' of police method;, of handling 

domestic quarrels, states that most police feel that "domestic d!stur

bances are a part of daily living that most people take for granted" 

(1964:914). Also, police ofcen do not arrest offenders in a family 

argument because 

The offense nay be thought to be conduct which is 
acceptable to the culture of the disputants aml there
fore not seriously objectionable to the disputants 
(1964: 930) • 
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An exannl" !·~hicl, dcals ,"are soecifically ',~Lth familv violence 

•.. An officer Who car:\e across a Negro ~'Dman ,;ho 
had been badly bea ten by her lover shOl;ed non" of 
the fceHng~ of ino:lip,natinn and symnathy he might 
hav" revealed had she been white. There were Some 
exceptions, of course, as there usually are, but 
generally speaking the white policeman saH beatings 
and stabbings as customs of the Negro sections, lilte 
shooting craps (Parnus, 1964:949). 

The following excerpt from an article by Fennell shows that in 

years past fanily vinlence> ,,'as even ,lithin tht' bounds of the La", 

Canon Law in years past accepted ,,'ife-beating as a 
fair means of l:eepins a spouse in order, a hundred 
years ago it was an unquestioned pattern in many fami
lies, dUE! in nart to the lack of status of a "'aIM". 
and in part to their chattel \'alue ir. n I"arrialle 
(197/, :15). 

An ethnic group whose no= sUPport the use of family violence will 

be more willing to use it and thus I'~ill have a higher level of violence 

and will be knotn as a violent ethnic groun. Also, if the norms of an 

ethnic !:roup are against the USe of family violence, ",embers of that 

group will be less '-,d.lling to use violence. The £ollO\';'ng example 

illustrates the re>lationshin "et"een n normntive coue for Violence anJ 

action taken in following that code. 

A mall who choked his fifteen year old dat.ghter to 
death because he said she flirted ,;ith boy" has just 
been released from prison on a presidential pardon 
after serving nine months of a seven year sentence. 

The father, Abdallah "a"har Sharid, a "ell-to-do 
Saudi -'.rahian, benefited from a custOIn here, estab
liohed in the penal code, that permits a man 1:0 kill 
a female member of his family "ho "dishonors the family" 
through seXlJal misconduct (deOnis, 1973 :8). 

Consonanr I,itll the norm-violence relationship i.s tl,e idea that the 

culture I'itld" which one is immersed has a great effect on the develop-

mant of the fll.iividunl's personality. Parson and shils state that 
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" ••• whatever its systematic form,a culture oattern may be inter-

nnlized to become part of the structure of personality (1953:22)." 

Combining this statement with the idea that one's personalitv effects 

how an individual acts in cert"in situations, we could say tha t a 

cultural pattern which includes a number of norms for family violence 

could lead to a "violent" nersonality "hich in turn could lead to 

a greater number of violent acts by a family member of that subculture. 

The final question to be dealt "ith in the development of a theory 

of ethnic subcultural family vial cnce is hON the norms of this subculture 

remain strong from !leneration to generation. Holfgang places the 

emphasiS for the perpetuation of subcultural norms for violence on 

learning processes. 

Th~ development of favorahle attjtudes to"ard, and 
the use of violence in a subculture usually involves 
learned behavior and a process of differential learning, 
association, or idectification (1967:160). 

Since imitation is a powerful learning process (Bandura, 1973), one 

could say that the greater the amount of violence used by parents 

to"ard a child and to"ard each other, the greater the chance that the 

child "ill act violently later in life. Tlw child mn)' come to believe 

that the best way to have people act the "ay he wants them to is to 

use physical force on the~. 

At this point it may be appropriatt. to refer back try the idea 

that one's culture has a great deal to do I'lith the development of 

personality. It seems that by vielling culture as a cause of personality 

only half of the picture is seen. It is possible that personality has 

a lot to do "ith the development of culture. Yinger (1965) has stressed 

this in an examination of· whether the sociocultural system effects 

individual action, "hether individual action effects the sociocultural 
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sVAtem, or !>',th. He calls for a more careful spe"Uicntion of causal 

relntionshipN in studies of cuI ture and "Lates thnt the relationship 

bet"cen cultur;Jl norms and personality is reciprocnI. In other "Ords, 

"individual rasponses to and interpretations of culture lead to norma-

tive variation" (1965:82). Thus, as part of the perpetuation process; 

a group na:' create cultural r.lem~nt" that are consistent ,.,itll "hat its 

members actually do. 

Going from these general Drinciples to specific ethnic eroups, 

the first steD was to colle't an inventory of fal'lii Y norms from the 

literature on each ethnic grou'). Second, these norms were devided 

into two broad levels. The criterion for differentiatin~ bet"een 

these ~'" levels of norms is that some norms seem to be ones "hien 

determine the entire nature o£ a :elationship vhile others deal "'ien 

more specific actions which are consequences of that relationship and 

closer to the use of violence. For example, a basic norm in ~!exican-

American ethnic r,roups "ould be the dominance of old over young, while 

n more specific norm would be the severity of fnther-son relations. 

The third step was to develoD hypotheses concerning causal links 

bet"een these family structure norms to specific norms for violence or 

non-violence. The final step was to find child rearing norms in the 
.~/ 

literature "hieh seerl to perpetuate each subculture. 

HEXICAN-AHERICANS 

Figure 1 ts a representation of the Hexican-American ethnic group 

as a subculturl' of family violence. This material on family norms used 

to construct (ills diagram comes primarily from Fernandez-Marina et al 

(1956), Penalo~a (1966), Lewis (1959), and Ramirez (1967). 
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Figure 1 about" "~ 

All of the basic family norms nnd values in figure 1 are concerned 

with the great amount of authority which the older male possesses in 

Mexican-American families. The fundamental incompatibility between a 

great deal of authority and intimacy suggests the hypothesis that the 

four basic family norms are related to seve~e father-son relations. 

Examples of severe fllther-son relations are the father s(>eing requests 

for assistance by children as an affront to his dignity, that deception 

of children is used by both oarents when convenient, and that children 

are often severely punished for an offense such as lying (Penalosa, 

1968:685). In other words the father remains distant and emotionally 

~loof until the child does something wrong. 

Implicit in the above paragraph is the fo11ol<ing proposition 

relating anyone of these basic family norms to a more specific one. 

1. To the extent that the male possesses a great 
amount of authority in family life, the more will 
that culture be characterized by severe father-son 
relations. 

An interveninr. variable in the relationship between the four basic 

norms and severe father-son relations is the degree to which the mother 

supports the father's authority. If she does support it, father-son 

relations are expected to be even more severe and the norms of extreme 

male dominance suggest that the mother is more likely to support her 

husband's authority. 

The most important "elationship .in this cultural-consistency theorv 

for Mexican-American fami lie. is that hetwe.en the specific norm of 

severe father-son relations and the actual use of violence. Intervening 

in this chain is the filet that severe fnther-son relations lelld to. the 

son being afraid of his father. The Bon's fear contributes to the 

Figure 1. Mexican-American parent-child violence. 

Basic norms and values: 
EXtreme male 
dominance (Fer
nandez-Hari1l8 
et aI, Lewis, 
Peiialosa) 

Mother supports 

Old over young 
(Penalosa) 

1 
The stricter the 
discipline the 
better the child 
(Ramirez) 

1 
fa ther' s au thority ____ ~)1 
(FernandeZ-Marina 
et aI, Lewis) 

Specific norms: Severe father-son 
relations (Penalosa) 

~coercive power 
relationshiD 1 . 
Son I,S fear of 

Children should 
learn to be sub
missive and obedient 
to the father (Fer
nandez-Marina et al) 

the father 
(Fernandez-:·larina et al) 

~ 
Poor communication 
and understanding 

1 
Father-son 
temper and 
(Lewis) 

control dr' 
Perpetuation 

based on 
outbursts 

1) V~jority of boys desire to be like 
their father even though they fear him 
(Fernandez-Harina et al) 
2) Child treats his-wIfe and children 
the same ~7ay his father treated his 
mother and him (Penalosa) 
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father's control being based on his temper and violent outbursts. 

How does the son's fear of the father lead to the use of temper 

and violent outbursts as a means of control? It would seem that the 

presence of fear in a relationship would inhibit the degree of communi-

cation between two parties. PoSsibly the distance and emotional 

aloofness between father and son indicates low "referent power" and 

therefore the need to use high "coercive power". Referent power refers 

to the dep,ree to which one person's identification or oneness ,dth 

another allows the latter person to influence the former (French and 

Raven, 1959:161). Coercive ?ower is not based on attraction or identi-

fieation but on the threat of !,unishment as a means bv '~hich one person 

influences another. (French and Raven, 1959 :157). In other "ords the 

child conforms to the father's wIshes not because he feels attracted or 

close to hin hut hp~"u .• e tht' thre~t "f t(trce and the probability of ?unish-

ment is tligh. The son's fear of this threat may impair his understanding 

of his fat:.er's ~esires realtint: to a certain macter. Not understandin'l 

r...:li Lcad to his acting in a "ay "hich the father feels in wrong and may 

Incredse the chance that the father 'Iill lose his temper and act violently. 

Four propositions linking severe father-son relations and the actual 

use of violence are lmplicitly in the above paraf,lraph. 

2 .. The. more severe the father-son relations, the greater 
the coercive power which the father is willin? to bring 
to bear on the son. 
3. The greater the coercive power of the father with the 
threat of punishment, the ~reater the Ron's fear of the 
father. 
4. To the extent that fear is present in a fnther-son 
relationship, the more difficult ie will be ror the fear
ful son to understand the desires of the fath,'r "nJ the 
!lreater the chance that the son will not acl ;lcc"rding to 
his father's desires. 
5. To the extent that the son does not act """llrdinR 
to the father's desires and a coercive power relationship 
exists between father and 50n, the greater thl' chance 
that control will be based on temper and viol"nt outbursts. 
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Using deductive logic, these four propositions can be merged 

to show the relationship between the norm of severe father-son relations 

and the actual Use of violence as follows: 

Combining 2 and 3 

6. The more severe the father-son relationship, the 
greater the son's fear of the father. 

Then combining the above with 4 

7. The more severe the father-son relationship, the greater 
the chance that the son will not act according to the 
father's desires 

Finally, combining 7 with 5, the link between the norm for violence and 

the actual use of violence is made. 

8. The more severe the father-son relationship, the 
greater the chance that control viII be based on the 
use of temper and violent outbursts. 

The linking mechanism 'between the severity of father-son relations 

and the actual use of violence maybe analogoues to Steinmetz' findings 

(1974) that a father's occupational environment effects the methods of 

control that he uses. ~Ien who useskills requiring either physical 

strength or control (dentists, truck drivers, or executives) had higher 

physical punishment scores than those who relied on verbal skills (school 

teachers, accountants, social workers). Similarly Hexican-American 

fathers who have dominating relationships "ith their sons will use a 

great deal of verbal and physical coercion because this type of action 

reflects the father-son relationship. 

Using deductive logic to comnine propOSitions 1 and 8, it can be 

shown that cultural-consistency seems to playa part in explaining the 

amount of family violence among }Iexican-American ethnic groups. Essen-

tially this combination yields the following proposition. 
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9. To the extent that the l'W.le possesses a great 
amount of authority in family life, the ~reater 
the chance that control ~ill be based on the 
use of temper (verbal) and violent outbursts 
(nhvsical) . 

Thus, a norm related to family life in a subculture which has nathing 

dIrectly Co do with the use of violence, acts to increase the actual 

level at violence ,dthin that grolln. The method of linldn~ pronosi

l[onS used above can he used to relate the other three family norms 

tu the actual level of family violenca. 

Peroetuation of this cattern of violence is probably accomplished 

throu'\h ,oein I learnIng processes (Bandura, 10 73). OHens an~ Btraas 

(1975) for example show that the more violence experience,! bv ,'1 child, 

the r,reaeer the tandenc:; to favor the use of violence as an adult. 

Apparently the child comes to believ .. that the be~t we" to have ':1i,> 

0I"l1 "hildren act ob~diently is to use ohysical force, even if he "ilS 

afraid of it as a child. Yinger's statenent that the individual 

personality has a great deal to do t'ith the development of cultllre 

al,~o apnlias h!'r~. F th .. child r"el!t that t1m ufle of r~rce is the 

best way of c'Jntroll1ng other men1)erS of his familv, culturnl noms: 

1>h1~h may SU'l'lOrt 41iH view are reinforced. 

>:ost of the norms which were found for th1s I?thnic rr'l"" tin not 

d"al \"fth hus'/)and-wU<l violence as s\\ch. However, the rj~,id nor!') <)f 

extreme nal~ uominanca (Penalosa, 1968:683) could lead to 'leve.a 

hl,sband-vi£e rel!ltions, fear of the husbanJ, praferartce for verhal '!11,i 

phYl'dcnl me,~ns of control, and concrol be,;1,0)1 based on viol ('nt outburst 

by the husband. ThU';, thl!. rata of husband-wife violence I .. also e~pected 

to be high among ltexican-Arneri<'ans. 
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JEWISfl-~!ERlCANS 

J<lWS have traditionally been characterized as being low in 

family violence. Host JeWs would be considered at or above middle 

class today, and this might account for their low rates of family vi~lence. 

lIo~ever, not many decades ago when their ilncestors were lower dOlcl'll the 

status ladder, thay probably also had lO~ler rates of family violence than 

other poor ethnic p,roups. Possibly Jewish family norms, have something 

to do with the low level of family violence. 

~-2 about bere 

1-'igure 2 outlines a Jewish-Ar.terican cultural-consistency theory of 

family violence. The two sources which were used to develop an inventory 

of norms Here Shapiro a!ld Dashefsky (1974) and Scr.,dcheck (1958). 

Both Shapiro and Pashefsky (1974) and Strodt~e~k (1958) ~ention 

the fact that there is a great deal of stress put on th~ pursuit of 

knowled~e in Jewish culture. Emphasis on ~his norm could lead to a 

more soecific nOrM of intellectuality, or rationality, which SUggests 

less willingness to act violentlY when faced with a problem. Straus 

(1974) found that to the e~tent that couples engaged in rational problem 

solving~easured by discussing or trying to discuss an issue calmly, 

getting information to back up one's side of an argument, or bringing 

in someone else to 5er~le tl'>i ,,~s). t1-(1re 'ms n lower level of hURhand 

co wife or wife to husband physical violence. Thus, one who approaches 

a problem rationally would be More likely to at least try to reason out 

the problam and violence might be used more as a last resort, i.e. 

1. 'fo the e~tent that intellec:tllality is stressed, 
the emphasis ~ill be on rational means of solvinr. 
family problems, rather than on verbal or phYSical 
coercion. 



Basic norms and values: 

Importance of family 
in Jewish identificn-
tion (S and n) 

{-
=I:-n-t-e-n-s-e-pa;' "n t-child 
involvenent (8 an_tLlU_ 

Spt!cif i.e norns: , 
\jI 

Anything for the 
children (S and D) 

'---.. 
-............. .... .... ~, 

Religiosity of 
male (S and D) 

Compassion 
(8 and D) 

-,-w· 
Perpetuation 

Pursuit of knowledge. 
The nine! t$ il great tool 
(S and D: Strodt) 

1 
Intellectualitv (S and D) 

~ . 
Articuia~a~-
argumentativeness (S and D) 
Bargaining (Strodt) 

1 
~Non-violent 
~ subculture 

..... 

Bov~ perceive themselves as like their fnther 
(s ''1'; !l) 

based on 
S nnd I) = Shapiro and Dashefsky, 1'l74 
Strodt = Strodtbeck. 1958 
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A func tion of inl"Uectuality in Jewish families, which may be 

more closely related to non-violence, is the fact that norms for 

articulateness, argumentativeness, and parent-child bargaining are 

present. These three norms vould seem to sanction conflict but 

channel it off into discussion rather than physical action. It's 

possible that frequent conflict may be a characteristic of Jewish 

families. If that is the case, the frequency of conflict may be a 

sign that Jewish families are very stable. 

sion: 

Hhen close relationshiDs ilre characterized by 
frequent confl ic c;; rather t han by the accumu-' 
lation of hostile and ambivalent feelings, we 
may be justified, given that such conflicts are 
not likely to concern basic consensus, in 
taking these frequent co;tflicts as an index 
of the stability of these relationships (Coser, 
1956:85). 

The following proposition can be developed from the above discus-

2. The greater the emphasis on articulateness, 
argumentativeness, and parent-child bargaining, 
the greater- the chance that conflicts will be 
resolved through discussion rather than violent 
or coercive action. 

Finally, the basis of a cultural-consistency analysis can be shown 

by combining propositions 1 and 2 to present one relationship between 

a basic family norm and the actual use of violent or non-violent action 

to resolve a conflict • 

3. To the extent tlta t the pursuit of knowledge is 
stressed, and debat~ and conflict are regarded as 
legitimate, tha grantdr the chance that conflicts 
will be resolv"d through discussion rather than 
violent or co"rcive action. 
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CONCLUSION 

In this paper an attempt has been made to construct a "ultural-

consIstency cheorv of familv violence uased on the idea thM :-Ieneral 

familv norms and values havin" no ,,"1nifest reference to vllllcnce act 

to either increase or hole! do'm thE' actual level of familv vlolence in 

a certain subculture. Norms were separated into rwo level R: basic 

family norms and specific. T"ley \~ere linked together, and the more 

sped fl~ normo; were in turn linked to the ac tual use of violence in 

n subculture. Finally, norms I1hich perpetuate the usc of violencc 

were examineJ. 

Two echnic groups, the '!exican-kner i':dns and Jewish "'ere used to 

apply this theory. For He.'dcan-American$ a high level of family 

violence was proposed, This was due especially to the norms or severe 

male dominance, strict dIscipline, and submission to the father. 

Severe father-son relations ~ere seen to be the result of these norcs, 

leadino: to fear of the father, poor c0'llll111nication and a resulting high 

level of parent-child violence. Husband-wife relations are proposed to 

also fonol~ this !)atter:l. Per:>etuation of this subculture is accomplished 

through the desire for boys to be like their father even though they 

fear him and because a child treats his wife and children the same way 

his father treated his mother and. him. 

Norms of the Jewish ethnic group were also placed into this theore-

tical framework "Hh the conclusion that there would be little family 

violence. The basic family norms emphasized ~Iere the Dursuit of know-

ledge and the use of the mind rather than the body. The soecific norm 

of intellectuality resulting from these rene"ral norms Has proposed to 

lead to the favoring of articulateness, argumentativeness, and bargaining 

as a I'lay to solve family disputes. Thus, debate and not verbal or phYSical 

coercion is used and there is less family violence. Perpetuation is 
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accomplished by the fact that boys perceive themselves as like their 

fathers. 

One final point to be made here is that an examination of addition-

al sources and the including of more norms may require that these two 

diagrams be altered. The seeking out of additional references and 

future develop:'lent of a cultural.-consistency theory of family violence 

shOUld statt here and nor onlv eXfl:lnd on these wo ethnic groups but 

other subcultural types as well. 
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FOOTNOTES 

*A paper prepared for presentation at the annual meetin~ of the 

National Council on Family Relations, August 20-23, 1975. The prepara

tion of this paper !Jas supported by NUIH grant number 13050. I would 

like to thank Professor Hurray A. Straus for many helpful suggestions 

and comments throughout the development of this paper, as well as the 

members of the Seminar on Family Violence at the University of Nel' 

Hampshire. 

1. Hexican-American and Jewish ethnic groups were selected bec"use 

they were r.roups whieh seemed to have norms which were ~rkedly different 

from each other, allm'ing for two very different examinations of a 

cultural-consistency theory of family violence. 

2. Another source of perpetuation could be feedback processes 

I-Ihich occur in the proposed causal chain between broad family life norms 

not related to ,dolence, Gf'ecific: norms of Violence, and the actual use 

of violence. The use of violence to control a situation resulting in 

the label of violence Might strenghten the norm of violence through a 

self-fulfilling prophecy. In fact, the perceived effectiveness of 

a norm of violence or non-violence might even strenghten the more basic 

norm from "hich the violent or non-violent norm has originated. In 

other words, if the norm of vinlence or non-violence is an effective 

means of control, then the Hay of life "hich s"n<;tions this norm would 

also be adhererl to strongly. 
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